Entering the historic facade you explore the most-modern hotel-architecture of all Hotels especially created for international business-, media and cultural-travellers. All 112 designer-rooms offer a maximum in comfort plus multi-functional flat-screens, in-room-safes big enough for your laptop, generous working- and storage-space and the latest in telecommunication and multimedia-equipment. Travelling international requires own service-demands. That is why the Winters Hotel Berlin Mitte Am Checkpoint Charlie serves a various breakfast buffet in its "Daylight"-restaurant and pampers you with various snacks and drinks at the lobby lounge & bar or at the Business Corner while you are using the internet-terminals or high-speed-internet-accesses.

112 rooms
Check-in from 2 pm; Check-Out until 11 am, on the weekend until 12 am
Mitte

Distances in km
- Gedächtniskirche (3.7), TV tower (2.4), Schönfeld Airport (15.2), Tegel airport (9.6), Platz der Luftbrücke (2.1), Central station (2.8), Fair/ICC (8), Mercedes-Benz Arena (3.8), Olympic Stadium (10.5), U/S-Bahnhof (0.3), Zoo station (3.9), Waldbühne (11.2), Brandenburg Gate (1.7), Potsdamer Platz (1.2), Tempelhof Park (3.4),

Public transport:
- City train line/station: 1, 2, 25, Anhalter Bahnhof
- Metro line/station: 6, Kochstraße/Checkpoint Charlie
- Tram line/station: 
- Bus line: M29

Notes: